Pro Scouting Report
#

Pro Position(s)

17

WR

PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)
DOB (Age)

Conley, Chris

Scout Name (Last, First)

Cammilleri, Gino

10/25/92 (26)

COLLEGE

YEAR – RD – TM

TEAM

GEORGIA (GAUN)

15–3rd–KC

Kansas City Chiefs

Games Played

Games Started

40

22

INJURIES
KEY STATS

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

29

Positions Started Captain

73%

WR

No

2015- No Injuries, 2016- No Injuries, 2017- Tore Left Achilles, IR - Missed Weeks 6 through
17 and Wild Card Playoffs
2016- Set career highs with 44 Receptions on 69 Targets, 530 Yards, 12.0 Y/R, and 33.1
Y/G, 2016-Finished with a career best 15.9 Y/R.

Height

Weight

40 YD

10 YD

6020

213

4.35

1.35

MEASURABLES
Hand
Vert

Arm

33 3/4 9 7/8

45

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

7.06

4.3

139

18

Tapes Viewed

2017: vs NE 9/7, vs PHI 9/17, at LAC 9/24, vs WAS 10/2, at HOU 10/8

BEST
WORST
PROJECTION

Competitive Toughness, Jump Balls, Acceleration, and Separation

SCHEME FIT

Balance, Contested Catches, and Elusiveness
3rd/4th WR you can win with on Jump Balls and in short/intermediate routes against Zone
coverage due to acceleration. Lacks separation to be a vertical threat and athletic ability to
win one on one in YAC.
Any system that he can work in short/intermediate areas against Zone defenses as a
possession receiver who can win jump balls.

SUMMARY
4th year WR who has 22 starts in 40 games played including starts in 5 games in 2017 before tearing his Achilles
Tendon in Week 5. He has played his entire career under Head Coach Andy Reid, three Offensive Coordinators,
Doug Pederson (’15), Brad Childress (’16), and Matt Nagy (’17), and Wide Receivers coach Greg Lewis (’17), in
the West Coast offense that implement a Pass heavy, Air-Raid offense that incorporates many College/Spread
concepts including many Motion and Option plays from unorthodox formations. Played both X/Z alignments as
well as in Slot, with a majority of plays ran out of X/Z alignments in short and intermediate areas against Zone
coverage. Very good size and weight, good build and frame with very good arm and hand size, solid AA with solid
COD, solid play speed, solid foot speed, solid agility, solid acceleration, adequate explosiveness, and adequate
balance. Has solid release against Zone from X/Z alignments and in the Slot, solid acceleration to close space
between himself and the defender, keeps a neutral stem with level eyes and shoulders to not give away the
route. Solid at recognizing Zone defenses, using solid COD and agility, he will plant his foot and find open space
in short and intermediate areas with post and flat routes. Solid at using a combination of his hands and head
fakes to separate from Physical DBs at top of routes, solid at using footspeed to drive his foot into the ground
with solid COD and agility to quickly stop and turn back toward the throw on curl and comeback routes. Solid
soft-hands, good at tracking, looking the ball into his hands, and good at adjusting to make catches in front or
behind his body when in space, solid at high pointing the football allowing him to make catches above his head
where his is very good in jump ball situations. After the catch he is a solid north/south runner who turns up field
to gain extra yards. Good competitive toughness allows him to block well in both the run and pass, plays well
through the whistle, and will not shy away from contact during YAC. With only having adequate explosiveness
he struggles to get off the LOS in X/Z alignments and Slot against athletic and physical DBs who line up in Press
Man and Press Man with Jam. During his stem his adequate balance allows for physical DBs who play Press Man
to knock him off his route where he then struggles to get back to a neutral stem. Struggles to use a combination
of leverage and route adjustment to manipulate the hips of defenders allowing speedy DBs to run with him
throughout the route and physical DBs to knock him off his break at the top of routes that he rounds out rather
than sharply cuts. In Zone coverage he does not quickly identify openings in space. Adequate explosiveness
hinders him from consistently separating on vertical routes in both Zone and Man Coverages on post, corner, and
fly routes. On intermediate routes he tends to wait for the ball to arrive rather than driving toward the ball and
will not quickly get his head around to look for the pass. Struggles with contested catches due adequate hands
stemming from him being more of a body catcher and failing to shield the ball from defenders. Adequate adjust
on throws that he must extend his arms to the side or below his hips especially against physical DBs with good
ball skills. In the open field does not have the elusiveness or explosiveness to make men miss one on one.
Struggles to be productive on 3rd and 4th down. Overall, he is a complementary Outside (X/Z) WR who can be
line up in the Slot as well, used best in short and intermediate areas against Zone relying on his solid
acceleration to quickly cover space, solid COD to separate, and solid hands and good adjust to make catches in
stride as well as block well. Will struggle in sharp cutting routes that require timing and quick separation as well
as be limited as a vertical element.

